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University of Chicago Press, 2016. Hard Cover. Book Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition: New.
New copy still in publisher's shrinkwrap. 384 pages, 58 color plates, 87 halftones Arthur Dove, often
credited as America's first abstract painter, created dynamic and evocative images inspired by his
surroundings, from the farmland of upstate New York to the north shore of Long Island. But his
interests did not stop with nature. Challenging earlier accounts that view him as simply a landscape
painter, Arthur Dove: Always Connect reveals for the first time the artist's intense engagement with
language, the nature of social interaction, and scientific and technological advances. Rachael Z.
DeLue rejects the traditional assumption that Dove can only be understood in terms of his nature
paintings and association with photographer and gallery director Alfred Stieglitz and his circle.
Instead, she uncovers deep and complex connections between Dove's work and his world, including
avant-garde literature, popular music, machine culture, meteorology, mathematics, aviation, and
World War II, just to name a few. Arthur Dove also offers the first sustained account of Dove's
Dadaesque multimedia projects and the first explorations of his animal imagery and the role of
humor in his art. Beautifully illustrated with works from...
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I just started o  looking over this ebook. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been developed in an remarkably simple way in fact it is
simply after i finished reading through this book where basically modified me, modify the way i believe.
-- Josie K och IV-- Josie K och IV

Absolutely essential read through book. it was actually writtern quite properly and useful. Its been developed in an remarkably basic way and it is only
following i finished reading through this ebook where really changed me, modify the way i believe.
-- Tor r ey Jer de-- Tor r ey Jer de
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